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Abstract:

Porter’s model of Competitive advantage of nations (named as Diamond Model) has been widely used and criticized as well,

over recent two decades. On the other hand, non-mainstream economists have tried to propose new frameworks for industrial

analysis, that among them, Sectoral Innovation System (SIS) is one of the most influential ones. After proposing an assessment

framework, we use this framework to compare SIS and Porter’s models and apply them to the case of second mobile operator

in Iran.

Briefly, SIS model sheds light on the innovation process and competence building and focuses on system failures that are of spe-

cial importance in the context of developing countries, while Diamond model has the advantage of brining the production pro-

cess and the influential role of government into focus, but each one has its own shortcomings for analyzing industrial development

in developing countries and both of them fail to pay enough attention to foreign relations and international linkages.*
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1. Introduction

Sectoral Models and its importance

The analysis of economic activities in the macro and micro level
came before the efforts for analyzing “industries”. It might be ar-
gued that the main reason for sector-level analysis is the “lost”
ring of chain which links firm level factors to macro (both na-
tional an international) economic conditions. Similar to other
branches of economics, different schools, devoted some efforts
to sectoral analysis. Broadly speaking, we can classify them into
“main-stream” and “non-main-stream” views. In the main-
stream economics, different models proposed in Industrial Or-
ganization (IO), such as Structure, Conduct, Performance model
tried to bring their focus on the structure and dynamics of in-
dustries based on the main assumptions of main-stream eco-
nomics. On the other hand, non-main stream sectoral models,
usually, begin from criticizing main-stream assumptions and me-
thods. 

Needless to say, both approaches have their own merits and
shortcomings in general sense, but either of them, shed light
on some aspects of the reality of industries. In addition, choo-
sing among different models is highly bound up with the aim of
analysis, as well as the nature of industry and the broader con-
text of that industry. 

In the first part of this paper, we try to prepare a framework of
criteria for assessing the appropriateness of a sectoral model in
the context of developing countries and then we try to two
widely used sectoral models (Diamond model proposed by
Porter ((Porter M. 1990)) and Sectoral Innovation System
(mainly articulated by Malerba ((Malerba F. 2004))) and). 

2. Comparative analysis framework

It’s easy to prepare a list of criteria for comparative analysis of
sectoral models, but in a goal-oriented approach, we tried to
classify them into a general inclusive framework. 

From the “model building” and “system analysis” literature, we
know that each model has its aim(s), assumptions, structure
(components and relations) and functions (overall outcomes of
model if it is run). 

But this general framework could be used for comparing diffe-
rent sectoral model when we think that different models are
useful for different “analysis goals” (such as description of in-
dustry structure and dynamisms, or prescription for improve-
ment of some aspects of industry), for different “Industries”
(for example different categories of industries identified in Pa-

vitt Taxonomy (Pavitt K. 1984)) in different “contexts” (for
example in developed or developing countries). In addition,
from a practical point of view, the limitations of analysis process
impose some other criteria that could be used for this assess-
ment (such limited access to specific data, level of aggregation,
limitation of time and resources and experts) which are out of
the scope of this paper.

Based on this approach, we classify the assessment criteria into
four main broad groups as:

a.   Main question and goal of model
b.   Pre-assumptions of model
c.   Components and relation in model (Structural View)
d.   Dynamics of model (behavioral View)

For the specific reason of comparing sectoral models, we divide
these main categories into smaller ones based on the above
contingency approach (“analysis goal”, “industry specification”
and “context of Industry”). So the final framework is as bellow:

a.   Main question and goal of model

Any model is seeking for some main questions. In a general
sense, the goal of sectoral models can be description and/or
prescription some aspects of industries. For this reason, mo-
dels, try to focus on some specific variables which are named
and “unit(s) of analysis” that shows the focus of model. In a
dynamic view, each sectoral model is useful for a certain time
horizon (short, medium and long term). Finally, models are dif-
ferent based on their quantitative versus qualitative approach. 

Based on these issues which are related to the goal and mission
of model, in some models, there is no difference between dif-
ferent models, but other ones, try to consider the differences
between different industries. 

b.   Pre-assumptions of model

For achieving the above goals and missions, each model, expli-
citly or implicitly, has some assumptions. 

These assumptions are rooted in the theoretical origin of that
model and these assumptions are generally about the “Industry”
per se (such as the definition of Industry, and the “context” of
Industry, in its broad meaning (including all social, economic, po-
litical, environmental and technological aspects).

c.   Components and relation in model (Structural View)

From a structural view, each model has some components and
tries to relate them in a consistent structure. These compo-
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nents could be abstract variables (such as export, FDI, Herfin-
dahl index and agglomeration of industry in a specific region),
as well as actual actors (such as research organizations, go-
vernment agencies and firms) and activities (such as R&D, pro-
duction, innovation). But what is important here is that how
these models consider non-economic factors (actors, relations
and activities) as well as economic factors. However, for our
purpose, it is important to know whether models try to dis-
tinguish between different categories of firms or not. 

About the issues related to the environment of industry, it is
important that models pay attention to the relation between
different actors (both vertical and horizontal), relations bet-
ween domestic and foreign factors (such as trade, mobility of
human resources and R&D alliances). 

d.   Dynamics of model (functional View)

Parallel with structural view, any model could be analyzed from
a functional point of view. But what is important here for us is
that sectoral models be able to explain main dynamics of any in-
dustry. These dynamics are different in terms of time (life cycle),
scope (influence and importance) and nature. 

For our purpose, it seems that models could be compared
based on whether they can explain the “emergence” and “evo-
lution” of industries, production and innovation activities, com-
petition as well as cooperation, learning and capability building,
and finally the co-evolution between factors within and outside
the industry. 

3. Comparison of SIS and Diamond Model

In this part, after a brief review of two main above models, we
try to compare them based on the framework proposed in the
previous section. 

a. SIS

It can be argued that the main rationale for emergence of Sec-
toral innovation system model was the extensive differences
between sectors in terms of “knowledge base”, “actors” and
“processes” ((Malerba F. 2004): 9). I brief, in the sectoral inno-
vation system, tries to explain the creation, absorption, sharing
and utilization of knowledge and innovation in a sector. This

model can help us to have better understanding of Structure
and boundaries of sectors, agents and their interactions, lear-
ning and innovation processes specific to a sector, types of sec-
toral transformation and factors at the base of the differential
performance of firm and countries in a sector ((Malerba F.
2004): 11). 

This approach is rooted in two main theoretical bases: evolu-
tionary economics and innovation system ((Malerba F. 2004):
11) and “industrial organization” is the main tradition of SIS. 

Based on this model, a sector is “a set of activities that are re-
lated by a set of product groups for a given emerging demand
and share some basic knowledge”((Malerba F. 2004): 9-10). The
major components of a sector in this model are “knowledge
and technology”, “actors and networks” ,“institutions” and “de-
mand”((Malerba F. 2004): 10). 

In terms of “knowledge base”, this model assumes that often
more that one technology exists in a sector and usually we face
a Technology-Product matrix in any sector. These technologies
are interdependent and complementary, and for innovative ac-
tivities knowledge should be accumulated over time. This view
believes that the main parameter that determines the bounda-
ries of sectors is “the common knowledge base” and it can ex-
plain the differences between sectors in terms of
“appropriability”, “opportunity” and “accumulativeness”. ((Ma-
lerba F. 2004): 12-14).

In SIS, actors are ranging from individual level to even a collec-
tion of organizations; the organizations include both “firm”
(suppliers, producers and customers) and “non-firm” organiza-
tions (such as Universities, Financial institutions, Gov agencies,
Trade unions, Technical associations). The main attributions of
these actors are “Learning processes”, “Competencies”, “Be-
liefs”, “Objectives”, “Organizational structure”, “Behavior”. ((Ma-
lerba F. 2004): 24-26)

These actors are connected and interact through different
kinds of linkages that include both “market” and “non-market”
relations which can be summarized in five categories as “com-
munication”, “exchange”, “cooperation”, “competition”, “com-
mand”. ((Malerba F. 2004): 24-26). 

Another building block of SIS model is “institution”. In short,
Institutions are “the rules of game” (((North D., 1990 #43): 7);
(Edquist C. 2005): 182), such as Norms, routines, common ha-

1 Éste sector está conformado por todas aquellas empresas que prestan los servicios de electricidad, agua corriente, gas natural y telefonía a
clientes residenciales, comerciales e industriales.
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bits, established practices, rules, laws, standards. Institutions not
only shape the action of actors, but also are shaped by the ac-
tivities and interactions of actors. They include both formal and
informal institutions, as well as national and sectoral ones.

Finally, demand is a heterogeneous collection of demand that
could be attributed to “individual customers”, “firms” and “pu-
blic sector”, which are characterized by knowledge, learning
processes, competencies and goals and each is affected by so-
cial factors and institution.((Malerba F. 2004): 28-29) 

SIS tries to provide a dynamic view of sectors by considering
the process of “variety generation” and “selection” (borrowed
from its evolutionary base). The variety generation could be
done in terms of variety in “Products”, “Technologies”, “Firms”,
“Institutions”, “Strategies and behaviors”, through processes
such as R&D, innovation and creation of new actors. Both mar-
ket and non-market selection processes try to reduce this va-
riety. In a broad view, all these dynamisms result in co-evolution
of different aspects of sectors (technology, actors, linkages, ins-
titutions and demand) over time.((Malerba F. 2004): 29-33)

b. Porter’s model

In 1990, Michael Porter articulated his extensive empirical stu-
dies of different nations and different sectors in terms of a sim-
ple and highly influential model named as “Diamond Model”
((Porter M. 1990)). It is difficult to say that this model is “ex-
clusively” a sectoral model because porter utilized it both for
nations and sectors. It can be argued that his model is rooted
in his academic background (management and main-stream
economics) and this model could be assumed as an extension
of his previous firm-level models (such as value chain and five
forces). As mentioned by porter, the main concern (and may be
the goal) of this model is to explain the impact of national con-
ditions on the global competitiveness of industries. 

As showed in figure 1, diamond model is composed of four
main mutually interacting dimensions as “Factor conditions”,
“Demand Conditions”, “Supportive and Related Industries” and
“firm strategy, structure and rivalry”, as well as two exogenous
variables as “chance” and “government” that affect all other
components. 

In this model, all human resource, raw material, knowledge, ca-
pital and even infrastructures are assumed as factors. The “con-
dition” of these factors (the quality, importance and even
scarcity) is more important than the endowment and cost of
them because it is possible that easy access to large amount of
factors results in a kind of “inefficiency” of their utilization.
More over, if other three dimensions are in a favorable situation
for an industry, the pressure of competition would be high and

the firms are committed to exist in the sector, this scarcity of
factors could be constructive only if firms get the signal of this
shortage well.

About the “demand condition”, porter states that although, at
least, a minimum amount of domestic demand is needed to help
the industry to grow up, but the quality of this demand is more
important than the quantity of that. By quality of demand, simply,
porter means how sophisticated are features and specifications
that customers (mainly domestic customers) expect. “Domes-
tic” demand is more influential on the sector because the sig-
nals are get easier and more speedy by firms and the rich
interaction between local demand and businesses heightens the
process of interactive learning. 

The third dimension of diamond model is supportive and rela-
ted industries which interact (both horizontally and vertically)
with the target sector. In a broad view, porter believes that
cases of all over the world show that it is almost impossible to
find only a single successful industry without strong and cha-
llenging supportive and related industries. The distinction bet-
ween supportive and related industries helps this model to
cover a large variety of inter-relations between different indus-
tries. Related industries are those that are some customers,
production factors and/or technologies in common. 

Finally, three main parameters of sector are encapsulated in the
forth dimension of this model as “firm strategy, structure and
rivalry”. Porter believes that the strategy of firms (for example
in terms of generic strategies as cost leadership, differentiation
and so on (porter M. 1980)), the structure of industry (in terms
of the distribution of size of firms) and the severity of rivalry,
affect the competitiveness of the sector. Porter tries to include
some non-economic factors (such as traditions and values that
influence the motivation of firms for entering the sector) and
the impact of spatial proximity in this dimension. Generally, he
argues that the more firms are geographically close, the higher
would be the rivalry, and the higher the rivalry, the better. 

Including the role of government and all “unpredictable” para-
meters, porter adds two an exogenous components as “go-
vernment” and “chance” respectively. All government initiatives
like subsidize, education policies, quality standards, public pro-
curement, taxation and anti trust laws are included in this com-
ponent. Government as an intentional actor can play important
role in this diamond. “Catalyst” and “Challenger” are the cores
of these roles. In this model, government has to avoid from any
“direct” intervention in the market mechanism, but should try
to improve competitive environment, and inspire firms to in-
novate. “Chance” is composed of factors (mainly external to
the sector) that are not well predicted and (almost influenced
by sector) such as new inventions, political decisions, wars, rapid
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changes in financial markets or other radical technical changes. 

This model argues that if all these conditions go hand in hand
in a proper dynamism, there will be a positive loop that grows
sector more and more. The starting point for this loop could be
the domestic demand, geographical agglomeration, local com-

petition or supportive and related industries. But in short, the
vital factor for continuity of this loop is the pressure of com-
pletion with a catalyst as local demand.

J. Technol. Manag. Innov. 2008, Volume 3, Issue 3.

Figure 1. Diamond Model

c.   Comparison of models based on assessment fra-
mework

Based on the above assessment framework and the brief ex-
planation of each model, the comparison of models are men-
tioned in the table 1 as bellow.
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of SIS and Diamond model 

Criteria 
Category 

Criteria SIS model Diamond model 

The main question(s) How innovation process (= K creation, absorption, 
distribution and utilization) take place in a sector? 

How national conditions influence international 
competitiveness of industries? 

Prescriptive and/or descriptive  Both Both 
The main unit of analysis Firm / sector Firm / sector / cluster 
Time horizon Medium / long term (in medium this model captures the 

selection process but capability building and adaptation 
process usually take place in long run) 

Medium/long term (the influence of each dimension on 
other ones take place in medium term, but the evolution 
of cluster takes 10 – 20 years) 

Quantitative versus Qualitative   Mainly Qualitative  Both 

M
ain questio

n and go
al o

f m
o

del 

Considering differences between 
industries 

By “technological regimes” which is related to the 
“appropriability”, “opportunity” and “accumulativeness” of 
knowledge base 

Industries are different based on the degree of 
dependency on “factor conditions” or “supportive and 
related industries”. Industries could be distinguished 
based on the “structure of industry”. But implicitly is 
more relevant for “manufacturing” industries 
(O'Donnellan 1994). 

Theoretical origin  Evolutionary economics and Innovation system Main-stream economics and Management theories 
the boundary of 
industry 

Is determined by “common knowledge base” Is determined by common products 

The size of 
industry 

No assumption (implicitly) assumes that industry is of noticeable share of 
local demand  

Assumptions 
about the 
Industry 

Differences 
between firms  

Firms are different based on their knowledge base and how 
firm accumulated knowledge and capability over time. 

Firms are different in terms of their different “strategies” 
((Newman 1978 ) and ) 

The role of 
Government 

Government in this view is an active actor which evolves 
such as other actors with its own limitations of capabilities, 
which tries to compensate system failures  

Government should take role as facilitator and 
challenger and tries to compensate market failures  

Information 
symmetry 

By considering the importance role of “tacit” knowledge, this 
model doesn’t rely on this assumption. 

This assumption is the case in this model. 

Rationality of 
actors 

Emphasizes on “bounded” rationality  Almost assumes complete rationality 

Openness of 
national economy  

No assumption Assumes this and prescribe so, as well. 

P
re-assum

ptio
ns o

f m
o

del 

Assumptions 
about the 
context of 
Industry 

Size and 
development stage 
of national 
economy 

No assumption  (Implicitly) this model is more applicable for industries in 
large and developed nation.  
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Considering Non-
economic factors 
(social and 
political) 

In terms of institutions, non-market mechanisms and some of 
non-firm organizations  

(implicitly are considered to some extent) in terms of 
“chance” and some political action of government 

within the 
Industry 

Considering 
Geographical  
proximity  

Is analyzed as affects on the knowledge spillover and sharing 
among different actors 

Is analyzes as facilitates information distribution as well 
as “motivation” of firms (as heightens competition) 

Relation between 
different industries 
(within the 
country) 

(implicitly and to some extent) are analyzed in terms of 
knowledge flow between sectors 

Are considered in terms of supportive and related 
industries. 

Considering  the 
role of  trade 

Almost not In terms of factor conditions (import of factors and 
technologies) and demand conditions (export of product 
and services) but is not so capable to consider the 
impact of foreign competitors on the domestic industries 
((Dunning 1993) and (Hodgetts 1993)) 

Considering  the 
role of  Foreign  
Investment 

Is analyzed from the point of view of knowledge transfer  Almost can not consider this factor properly ((Rugman 
1985) and (Özlem 2002)) 

C
o

m
po

nents and relatio
n in m

o
del 

Relation 
with 
external 
factors 

Considering the 
position of sector 
in global value 
chain 

The knowledge relations between local firms and global rivals 
and the role of complementary knowledge assets and 
capabilities determine the position of sector in the global 
value chain. 

In this view, the position of local firms in international 
value chain can be analyzed in the “supportive and 
related industries”, but the emphasis of this model on 
“domestic” supportive and related industries leads to 
paying insufficient attention to this point.  

Emergence of new industries Is explained by functions of innovation system in which first 
of all, knowledge should be developed and then actors should 
come to change this knowledge into economic values, 
accordingly, the needed institutions will be built and the 
industry evolves.  

Can be explained but empirically, is due to different 
factors such as demand, supportive are related 
industries, factor endowment or some initial successful 
firms D

ynam
ics o

f m
o

del 

The evolution of Industry and path 
dependency  

Is analyzed based on the process of selection and variety 
generation in the industry. Actors try to survive by being 
adapted to new changes in the environment by “capability 
building”. Actors are path dependent and accumulate 
knowledge over time 
In this view, through the process of “adaptation”, firms try to 
learn by accumulation of knowledge and capability. On the 
sector-level, the sectoral system tries to learn by changing 
the capabilities of actors, creating new actors and changes in 
the relations among them or by changing the institutions 

Is explained in terms of interaction between different 
dimensions of diamond. The main mechanism of 
selection is market selection and firms try to adjust their 
strategies to adapt to changes in the environment 
(changes in the structure of Industry and changes in 
other dimensions). 
In this view, the sector evolves based on the horizontal 
(between firms, suppliers, supportive and related 
industries, customers) and vertical (in terms of market 
competition among firms) linkages. But it says nothing 
about the capability building explicitly (Gray 1991). 
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 Capability building Is mainly done by creation and acquisition of knowledge  Is mainly created by better allocation of resources due 
to the pressure of competition, and pays no direct 
attention to competence building (Lundvall 1999). 

Innovation (radical / incremental // 
Process/product/)  

In this view, innovation is analyzed over its whole process 
from knowledge creation and absorption to its utilization. All 
kinds of innovation are considered and analyzed and the 
influence of all actors, relations, and institutions on the 
innovation process is analyzed. 

In this model, innovation is due to buying technology (as 
a commodity which is one of production factors in that 
“usually represents technology as a given set of factors' 
combination, defined (qualitatively and quantitatively) in 
relation to certain outputs” ((Dosi G., 1982): 151)) or 
through information exchange between customers, 
firms, suppliers and rivals. In this model, the emphasis is 
not on the nature and types of innovation, but on the 
forces that pushes firms to innovate.  

Production In this view, the production is considered as one stage in the 
innovation process and the focus in on how firms translate 
inventions into economic value.  

This model is mainly focused on the production process 
in a sector from suppliers to customers. 

Competition between firms Competition is considered as one of market-based 
interactions among firms (only one kind of relations) 

The main emphasis of this model is on the competition 
among firms (part of “firm strategy, structure and 
rivalry” dimension) and its main effect is that pushes 
firms to be more competitive. 

Cooperation  In this view rivals cooperation to bring “complementary 
assets”, knowledge and capabilities together. Vertical 
cooperation is analyzed with regards to “learning by doing”. 
In addition, the cooperation between firms and non-firm 
actors and among non-firm actors is considered as well. 

In this view, almost, we can consider cooperation 
between rivals but this is highly blamed due to the 
reason that decreases the strength of rivalry. But other 
kinds of cooperation especially with supportive and 
related industries are analyzed mostly based on market 
mechanisms. 

 

Co-evolution of internal and 
external factors of industry 

Actors, relations and institutions in any sector evolve based 
on changes in the national and international actors (for 
example government), relations (for example political 
relations with other countries) and institutions (such as 
nations IPR laws). In other direction, the changes in the 
actors, relations and institutions within the sector can alter 
similar components in national and even international levels.  

The main influence of external environment on sector is 
through supportive and related industries, as well as 
foreign competitions. In addition, as the sectors grow, 
other supportive and related industries would be 
influenced.  
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4. Toward a synthesized model for developing countries

It can be argued that both SIS and Diamond model shed light
on some aspects of the reality of sectoral development. From
the view point of developing countries, SIS has these main ad-
vantages:

a.   describes the capability building process and learning 
b.   focuses on the whole process of innovation in its broad de-
finition and by considering different types (for example incre-
mental innovations seems to be more influential for catching
up countries)
c.   highlights the institutional aspects of sectors and their evo-
lution which are both influential and both fragile in developing
countries
d.   This approach tries to bring non-firm actors and non-mar-
ket organizations into serious consideration, which are more
influential in developing countries and non-economic factors
that seem to be of high importance in the development of in-
dustries in developing countries can be easily considered in this
view. 
e.   Its qualitative approach is more appropriate for developing
context that hard formal data is rare.
f.   The systemic view and taking market mechanism for gran-
ted, makes this approach more suitable for developing coun-
tries in which often the information symmetry and perfect
competition are not the case. Moreover, as sectors in develo-
ping countries suffer from incomplete institutional arrange-
ments, missing actors and relations, the focus of SIS on “system
failures” is useful in that guides developing countries toward
designing and building different parts of innovation systems
(which are usually prepared and well designed in developed
ones).
g.   As sectors in developing countries are strongly affected by
international issues (such as FDI, export and import, foreign ri-
vals and …) this approach provides better understanding of the
position of sectors in the global value chain and the impact of
evolution of those factors on the local firms as well as co-evo-
lution between external and internal factors of industry.
h.   The evolutionary perspective of SIS helps us to have better
understanding of the history of sectors and its impact on the
present and future evolution of actors and relations
i.   Finally, this model considers the needs and rationales for co-
operation between firms better.

On the other hand, SIS approach could be misleading in some
cases in developing countries as

a.   Focusing on innovation in practice, might divert attention
from some kinds of innovation related to better allocation of
labor and capital to the economic activities which seems of spe-
cial importance for developing countries at least at early stages
of imitation.
b.   Being confined with this approach might prohibit developing
countries from “market formation” activities and divert their
attention from the importance of competition among firms.
c.   In this approach, the government has no central role and is
considers one the non-firm actors. This view might overlook
the special position and importance (at least at early stages of
catch up process) in developing countries.
d.   And finally, putting “innovation” at the centre of focus, might
results in not paying enough attention to the production pro-
cess and production systems.
e.   Although SIS (and more generally, Innovation system) view
considers all actors, relations and institutions in sectoral and
national level, but there is nothing that “specifies clearly how
the components interconnect and co-determine one another”
(Lundvall, 1999: 66). 

Compared with SIS, Diamond model has its own merits of 

a.   Considering national conditions and their influences on the
sectoral development (in developing countries it seems that in-
dustries are strongly affected by national economic conditions)
b.   Trying to emphasize the role of factor conditions which are
relevant in the majority of industries in developing countries.
c.   Shedding light on the role of firms’ strategies in the deve-
lopment of sectors
d.   Focusing on production (rather than innovation) which in
short term (mainly at early stages of catch-up process), imita-
tion is more the case than innovation).

On the downside, Diamond model could be inappropriate for
analyzing sectors in developing countries because

a.   This model put its emphasis on economic relations and the
force of competition which are not of the same importance as
in developed countries.
b.   This model almost fails to consider the capability building
and accumulation of knowledge and competencies over time,
which is crucial for the process of learning (the path from imi-
tation to innovation). Generally, in this model, innovation is
mainly assumed as a “commodity” and product and there is less
direct attention to its interactive nature of innovation as a “pro-
cess”.

1 Éste sector está conformado por todas aquellas empresas que prestan los servicios de electricidad, agua corriente, gas natural y telefonía a
clientes residenciales, comerciales e industriales.
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c.   This view, the focus on market mechanism might divert at-
tentions from the need for fixing “system failures” and institu-
tional development in the national and sectoral level.
d.   Its implicit assumptions about the industry (which should be
of a minimum size) and domestic economy (which are assumed
that are open and not small) makes this model not to be suita-
ble for developing contexts.
e.   In this model, by considering government as an exogenous
variable, it is difficult to explain changes that local firms (espe-
cially big firms with their non-market relations with state in de-
veloping countries) make to government policies and structure.
f.   And finally, this model almost fails to capture the reality of
influential role of international factors on the local sectors, es-
pecially in the “globalization” process, and accordingly it can
hardly prepares a base for analyzing the position of local sectors
in the global value chain.

5. Case of “IranCell”

Iran telecom industry had witnessed different changes over re-
cent three decades. After Islamic revolution in 1979, and trough
developing new “Constitution”, telecom was explicitly regar-
ded as sectors that must be governed by government as a pu-
blic sector due to its fundamental role. As the process of
economic changes continued and the overall public and insti-
tutional attitudes toward privatization strengthened, a distinc-
tion between “structural” and “operational” aspect of telecom
industry made which allowed private sector to enter this sec-
tor in delivering telecom services. The main breaking point in
this history was the emergence of second mobile operator (as
a rival to first public operator) that is a case with different eco-
nomic and political aspects that deserves to be investigated
more. 

First attempts to establish second mobile phone operating
system goes back to closing months in 2003. This project what
lunched under the privatization movement which was highly
emphasized as one of the major directions of third 5 year de-
velopment plan. 

The first challenge was rooted in an influential law in Iran which
is named as “the maximum utilization of domestic capabilities”,
in which in all industries the import of foreign products is allo-
wed only when domestic companies would not be able to pro-
vide similar products, even with lower quality. Different
interpretations of “domestic capabilities” by different politicians
and dignitaries (ISNA, 2005a2), made this challenge more se-
rious that “to what extent, the implementation of second ope-
rator in Iran should be delegated to foreign companies, and to

whom.”

Another problem was due to other laws made it obligatory
that the share holders of all “Iranian” consortiums must own,
at least, 51 percent of the total share. As in this case, the pro-
blems of “connectivity” and other issues made foreign compa-
nies reluctant to take part in such a consortium that they have
not enough freedom to implement and operate their mobile
network. 

All above challenges could be explained by “institutional arran-
gements” in a sector, but, other limitations come into existence
due to “political relations” with other countries. Economic
sanctions imposed by USA, made it almost impossible for Ira-
nian companies to cooperate with US and almost EU compa-
nies. This made the alternatives limited to few Asian and African
companies and accordingly strengthened the bargaining power
of them. 

The winner of bid was a consortium shaped by Iranian compa-
nies (30%) and TURKCELL (70%). But this consortium could
not start this project due to what we thinks are not explicitly
mentioned in two above models, "political issues and foreign
relations". Due to some political reasons, such as its relation
with Israel and its insistence on at least 51 percent of total
share, Iranian government bodies and some other political ac-
tors in Iran (such as parliament and council of experts) oppo-
sed TURKCELL, even when it established its office in Iran and
kicked the process. 

These political pressures increased when domestic companies
actively lobbied to establish their capabilities. So after almost
half a year, that consortium resolved and new bid was made
and designed in the way that increases the chance of Iranian
companies. But the result was again in favor of other Japanese,
Chinese and other foreign companies. The final Solution was
the second ranked company in the bid, that finally MTN (South-
African Telecom Company) was chosen as the foreign part of
that consortium, named as “IRANCELL”. 

Although the final portfolio of firms in IRANCELL was domi-
nated by Iranian companies, the shortage of time and lack of
enough domestic capabilities in telecom industry lead Iranian
companies to import most of products from foreign compa-
nies that among them, Chinese companies were active players.
Again, the sanctions and the comparative disadvantage of do-
mestic companies, resulted in situation in which almost politi-
cal relations shaped the implementation of second operator in
Iran.

2 Mohammad Khani, Mohammad Reza, Head of Telecom Industry Syndication, Iran students News Agency, 2005 / 04 / 24, News Code: 8402-01209 
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This story is still continuing in that recent new sanctions due to
nuclear activities, has made the situation more severe. As US go-
vernment warned all companies which are dealing with Iran to
stop their activities, even companies who entered this consor-
tium have faced new challenges to invest in Iran telecom industry. 

6. Conclusion

The above analysis shows that both models should be used for
explaining and analysis of sectors in developing countries, with
regards to all their pros and cons. They can be used as com-
plementary models in that SIS has comparative advantage in
terms of considering the innovation-related issues (especially
the interactive nature of innovation process ({Lundvall,
1999:62)), competence building and development of actors, re-
lations and institutions of innovation systems in these coun-
tries, while the Diamond model is more suitable for analyzing
production-related and market-intensive aspects of sectoral de-
velopment which are more the case in short run. 

The case of Iran second operator in telecom industry could be

analyzed by both models, but still something is missing. Based
on Diamond model, the domestic demand of mobile commu-
nication is not only of its sufficient critical mass, but also has a
high growth rate over recent years (figure 2). In terms of the
quality of demand, the hunger for different sophisticated servi-
ces (such as SMS) was evident. In addition, the rivalry between
first operator and second operator provided sufficient pres-
sure for both rivals to compete toward better competitive si-
tuations. In terms of factor conditions, the access to sufficient
domestic human resources, requisite knowledge (especially in
the mobile communication sector) and capital (due to the sup-
port of some big associations and investment companies such
as “BONYAD MOSTAZAFAN”) remained no doubt that this
dimension of diamond model puts no pressure on the firm. Fi-
nally, in terms of supportive and related industries, some wo-
rries existed as the access to “international” suppliers of its
hardware and software (especially billing and security systems)
but as Porter emphasizes, the domestic supportive and related
industries must be developed in an evolutionary way. What was
missing here was the starting point for this evolution process
that could hardly be found in domestic dimensions that are pro-
posed by Porter, but was almost clear that foreign partner was
one of the most efficient solutions. 

J. Technol. Manag. Innov. 2008, Volume 3, Issue 3.

Figure 2. Changes in the mobile services in I. R. Iran (1996-2004) (ITC, 2004)

On the other hand, the SIS model draws our attention toward
the knowledge base of telecom sector. As this project (Second
operator) was almost the development of second mobile ope-
rator, it was composed of several different sort of technolo-
gies that some of them were so high-tech (such as billing
systems and some switches and relays) that was hardly acces-
sible by domestic firms through accumulating knowledge (in a
reasonable period of time), but they were systematic and articu-
lated enough to be accessed through foreign companies, especially
when we consider that the opportunity for such technologies in

Iran was so high and at the same time there were almost no fear
about of appropriability of knowledge by foreign companies, that
all together made a favorable sector in terms of their entry. 

With regard to actors and relations, there were no special
worry about governmental agencies to support such a project,
and also, private sector (especially for assembly and construc-
tion activities) had enough potential and wiliness to take part.
The only anxiety was the relations between domestic actors
and foreign companies, not in terms of “economic” and even
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“social” issues, but “political” considerations. Both previous eco-
nomic sanctions and new ones due to Iran’s nuclear activities
had brought about a situation that most of foreign partners in
almost all economic activities were reluctant to cooperate with
Iran due to the fear of pressures imposed by U.S. and other Eu-
ropean countries. However SIS model hardly captures the in-
fluence of political relations and bargaining powers between
“nations” on the development of a sector like telecom in Iran.
Admittedly, institutional aspect of SIS could shed some light on
formal sanctions and international protocols that governed eco-
nomic transactions with other countries, but two facts could be
hardly explained by the this model. First, in terms of economic
institutions, no fear was remained in terms of foreign relations
with other parties, but the economic dominated view of insti-
tutional literature might overlook the political institutions (and
mainly its informal ones). Second, although there were no for-
mal and even informal “institution” that prohibits companies in
China and some other countries to enter this project, the fear
about political tensions with US was the main barrier to them
for this reason, the fact that is hardly captured in terms of “ins-
titutional literature”. 

However, the above discussion shows that both models fail
when we think about the importance of international factors
and their impact on local firms (McKelvey, 1991 #232). As the
absorption of foreign knowledge is the core of learning inno-
vation systems (Viotti 2002), and it is important for them to
find their best position in the global value chain and promote
that position, we recommend that both the above two models
need to be completed with a sort of “outward” view that ex-
plicitly brings foreign relations into focus, what was highly in-
fluential in the case of second mobile phone operator in Iran.
In this case, the porter’s model could be pieced with political
models of foreign relations in terms of relations among sup-
portive and related industries, but in an “international” version
of his diamond, and SIS could be integrated with such models
both by extending its “actor-network” dimensions again far
from the formal and economic and sector-specific ones, and by
including political institutions not as secondary factors, but as
main influential factors especially in the context of developing
countries. 
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